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How would you like to read this tale of
erotic bondage? Shelby Tied to the Bed
(At Her Husbands Mercy) A First Anal Sex
Erotica Story with Bondage by Connie
Hastings After watching a sexy video,
Shelby and her husband decide to try some
of what they see. For Shelby, that means
the nervous excitement of bondage and a
ball gag. Shed terrified and aroused all at
the same time and when the action starts,
she cant believe how intense and amplified
everything feels. Then something happens
neither of them expected, Shelbys first anal
sex experience. Thats just one of the
intense explicit erotica stories youll find in
this collection. Click now and all of the
rough and reluctant sex fun can be on your
Kindle device in just seconds. Warning:
This ebook contains very explicit
descriptions of sexual activity and includes
rough sex, rough group sex, reluctant sex,
bondage, domination, and more. Only
mature adults who wont find that offensive
should read this collection. Here are the
other stories: 2. Britta Bound by Her Boss
A Reluctant Office Domination Erotica
Story by Sonata Sorento Britta is getting
tired of the dirty looks shes getting at the
office. One little mistake with a few file
folders, and everyone acts like the world is
coming to an end. Shes excited when the
boss calls her into his office because shes
sure shes in for a well-deserved apology.
Shes certainly in for something, but sorry
isnt on the agenda. Instead, its bondage,
humiliation, domination, and a cock in
every hole! 3. Cornered by the Coven A
Group Sex Erotica Story with the Girls in
Charge By Molly Synthia Bestselling
erotica author Molly Synthia likes to think
a little bit backwards. What would happen
if a man was made to understand how it
really feels for a girl in the middle of one
of those rough gangbangs on the Internet?
Garrett is about to find out. Hes a jealous
husband and particularly curious about his
wifes group of friends. She invites him to
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spy, to set his mind at ease. Melanie has a
plan of her own, though, a plan that
involves Garrett pleasing her whole group
of friends while hes all tied up! 4. Sweet
Torture at the Cabin A Rough Sex
Bondage Fantasy Erotica Story by Maggie
Fremont
From the erotic mind thats
already brought envelope-pushing rough
erotica to the bestseller lists comes this
story of bondage, pain, and pleasure. Gina
is on the way to visit friends when her car
breaks down.
Stumbling through the
woods she comes upon a cabin, and shes so
distracted by what she sees there, a man
enjoying a tied-up woman, that she falls
and passes out. When she awakens, shes
the one in ropes, and both the man and the
woman will have her. Its a night of pain,
pleasure, lesbian sex, rough sex, and first
anal sex! 5. When Betty Shared Saul with
Me (The Younger Womans Threesome
Adventure) An FFM Menage a Trois
Erotica Story with First Anal Sex by
Francine Forthright When I came out of
the shower and saw my roommate having
sex, it was crazy! She had Saul tied to a
chair and blindfolded, and I tried to look
away but I couldnt. She caught me but she
didnt mind. She called me over instead!
Before I knew it, I had my first lesbian sex
and my first anal sex!
Saul was
blindfolded and never knew who the
second girl was!
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